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A Residential Therapeutic
 SchooL

Wilds Lodge School
Stamford Road
Empingham
Rutland
LE15 8QQ

Tel: 01780 767254 Fax: 01780 767526
Web: www.wildslodgeschool.co.uk
Email: office@wildslodgeschool.co.uk
Sat Nav: 52.663673, 0.558629

"Exceptional premises and accommodation... 
    continually developed and improved"

The SitesWilds Lodge is located on three 
exceptional sites:

·      Wilds Lodge
·      Crossroads Farm
·      Rock Lodge

Wilds Lodge and Crossroads Farm 
are just a mile apart across the fields, 
although the trip by road is just over three 
miles and takes about six minutes by car. 
They are both surrounded on all sides 
by the gently rolling Rutland farmland. 
However, neither are remote or isolated 
with the centre of Stamford being within 
three miles.

Rock Lodge is situated just two miles from 
Wilds Lodge and within walking distance 
of Stamford town centre.

Provision of the highest quality facilities 
is at the heart of our philosophy and 
practice. Our students often struggle with 
low self-esteem and self-confidence. It is 
essential to our therapeutic approach that 
we all live and work in an environment 
that demonstrates very clearly and 
powerfully that whatever they may 
presently feel about themselves, the school 
always believes that they are ‘worth it’.

"The students have fabulous facilities 
within the houses and regularly access 
community facilities."
(Ofsted, October 2009)

"All areas are decorated, maintained 
and furnished to an exceptionally high 
standard." 
(Ofsted, October 2007)

"The school is spotlessly clean and tidy, 
and well maintained. The gardens and 
outdoor play areas are immaculately 
and imaginatively landscaped."
(Ofsted, October 2008)

THE WILDS LODGE SITE
Wilds Lodge is our original site, which 
opened in January 2007.  It has 
residential provision for 40 students in 
three separate house groups:

THE BUNGALOW
For the youngest Key Stage 2 children. 

THE LODGE
Which accommodates some of the Key 
Stage 3 students.

THE LOFT
Designed to all the facilities necessary to 
prepare our older, Key Stage 4 students 
for leaving school.

Within the extensive grounds are two 
purpose-built education blocks, giving 
10 classrooms, as well as specialist 
facilities for teaching ICT and Media.  

There is also a library, counselling and 
pastoral rooms.

THE CROSSROADS FARM SITE

Crossroads Farm opened in April 2010 
provides outstanding accommodation 
for up to 20 Key Stage 3 pupils.

The site provides the most contemporary 
science laboratory and additional 
classroom space. There are also 
dedicated counselling and pastoral 
rooms.

The gym, both in terms of size and 
the range of activities it can offer, is a 
fantastic achievement for the school.   
It is complemented by nearly fifteen 
acres of playing fields for outside 
activities.

Our catering, mechanics and 
construction facilities provide a wide 
range of vocational options and we 
have recently built a new art, CDT 
and construction block to a high 
specification to enhance learning 
opportunities.

THE ROCK LODGE SITE
Rock Lodge is our newest provision, 
which houses our post-16 students. 
It is located in Stamford and helps to 
promote independent living skills. It 
is perfectly placed to make use of the 
transport, leisure and even shopping 
facilities to help build self-confidence 
and self-esteem.

(Ofsted 2014)

Rock Lodge



  

  

Wilds Lodge opened in January 2007 and has quickly grown to establish 

itself as one of the leading schools for children and young people with 

social, emotional and behavioural difficulties (SEBD) within the country. 

"Students make exceptional and significant progress as they grow in self-esteem and emotional resilience."
(Ofsted, March 2014)

"There is a child-centred, seamless approach to care, therapy and education."
(Ofsted, October 2008)

"There is a significant commitment to the emotional wellbeing of students and providing a therapeutic 
environment in which they can thrive."
(Ofsted, October 2008)

"The dedication, enthusiasm and energy of the staff team permeate throughout and across all levels of the 
school."
(Ofsted, March 2014)

"Students, families, carers and social workers are highly complimentary about the provision. They identify 
a clear and positive impact across all aspects of the students' lives."
(Oftsed, March 2014)

"We look forward to your visit to Wilds Lodge School. A parent said simply, 'A superb school'."
(Ofsted, October 2009)

"Strategies to promote the social, educational, therapeutic and behavioural needs of students  
are fully connected and reinforced by the residential services."
(Ofsted, March 2014)

Our intention is to continue to develop the concept of the ‘therapeutic school’, where an equal 
emphasis is placed on the social, educational and psychological growth of the child. All the 
professional disciplines inform and support each other. This provides an emotionally safe and secure 

"Admission to boarding and leaving 
is sensitively and comprehensively 
planned."

(Ofsted, October 2009)

Wilds Lodge is registered with the 
Department for Education (DfE)  
as a boarding and day school for boys 
aged between 5 and 18 years.

"There is a strong emphasis on 
tolerance and mutual respect 
throughout the life of the school."

(Ofsted, March 2014)

"The school provides a vibrant, 
motivational and nurturing environment 
to promote students' educational and 
social development" 

(Ofsted, March 2014)
There is a comprehensive set of policy 

documents which guide and describe 
our practice. These are reviewed and 
revised regularly and are available to 
parents/carers, placing authorities and 
other interested parties on request. The 
policies describing the arrangements 
for admission, together with those for 
discipline, exclusions and complaints, 
are included in full in the school’s 
admission pack, which is 
forwarded to the 
parents/carers of all 
students before 
they arrive.

Admissions
Policy 

Documentation

Spiritual, Social, 
Moral and Cultural 

Development
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Wilds Lodge 

A SUSTAINABLE SCHOOL

A Sustainable School

Wilds Lodge and Crossroads Farm are situated in stunning rural locations, in areas which have been 
highlighted in the Rutland County Plan as outstandingly attractive farmland. They are also historical 
places that have been continuously inhabited and farmed for many hundreds of years.

Ofsted has observed (2010) that ‘the school’s premises provide truly inspirational accommodation for its 
work, both within the building and throughout the immaculately maintained grounds’. Space in which to 
play is a key feature of a therapeutic setting. There are formal gardens, large playing fields, woods and 
pasture land at both sites. We have a small flock of Jacob sheep, a herd of llamas, three pigs, goats and 
horses, as well as numerous ducks, geese and chickens. The students are encouraged to take an active 
part in their care and will regularly incubate eggs as part of their science studies.

Shacklewell Hollow, which lies within the grounds of Wilds Lodge, was designated as a site of special 
scientific interest (SSSI) over fifty years ago. Two springs feed a distinctive meadow marsh, while the 
limestone pasture on the slightly higher ground is a rare survivor of an earlier form of agriculture. Natural 
England describes the variety of herbaceous flora as ‘outstanding’. It includes rare pasque flowers, 
harebells, cotton grass, marsh valerian and marsh arrow grass. It is also a haven for wildlife and includes 
many uncommon species of beetles. This ancient agricultural wetland has a national significance and 
the school has an obligation to maintain it properly. A management plan has been agreed with Natural 
England to ensure that it is farmed in a traditional way. The educational opportunities that an SSSI 
provides are obviously enormous.

A respect for the environment is promoted throughout Wilds Lodge and students are encouraged to take 
an active part in all our sustainable programmes, whether this is helping to preserve the SSSI for future 
generations or recycling paper and other materials from the classroom. OFSTED (2010) noted that ‘their 
care extends to that of the extensive wildlife around the school.’ We have already achieved the Bronze and 
Silver Eco-Schools Awards and are working towards the green flag.

Tel: 01780 767254 Fax: 01780 767526 
Web: www.wildslodgeschool.co.uk  
Email: office@wildslodgeschool.co.uk 
Sat Nav: 52.663673,-0.558629

Wilds Lodge School  
Stamford Road, Empingham, Rutland, LE15 8QQ
Proprietor: WL Property Ltd
01780 721645/07939 515550

"The exceptional premises and 
accommodation, which are continuously 
developed and improved, provide a 
marvellously rich environment in  
which students develop respect,  
independence and co-operation" 
(Ofsted, March 2014)
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A Healthy School

"Residential students benefit from improved medical and 
health outcomes. Their health and thorough enjoyment 
of their experiences are supported with healthy eating; 
menus are varied and the quality of food is exceptional."
(Ofsted, March 2014)

The physical and emotional wellbeing of every student is of key importance in a happy and purposeful 
school. A great deal of attention is focused on the personal, social, health and economic education and 
development of everybody. These are taught in a structured way as part of the PHSE curriculum, but also 
through the wider 24-hour curriculum.  HMI (2007) noted that:

‘As a result of the outstanding attention to their social and moral development, pupils’ behaviour is good 
and they make exceptional gains in their personal and social development.’

Being a Healthy School is currently one of our aims, and the promotion of a healthy lifestyle underpins 
all aspects of life at Wilds Lodge. All the meals produced at school are healthy and nutritious, and locally 
sourced wherever possible. The menus are carefully planned by the senior catering staff, but are also 
approved by the School Council, which represents both the students and the staff.
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THE STAFF TEAMS

The effectiveness of any school is ultimately dependent on the skills, attitude and capability of its staff team. Wilds 
Lodge has an unusually well qualified, enthusiastic and experienced staff team. Many have brought years of 
experience and a deep knowledge of the education of students with social, emotional and behavioural difficulties 
from working in other settings.

•  The relationships between staff and children, both within the school and the care settings are second to none.  
 There is a sense of mutual respect and genuine concern between staff and pupils which provides the children  
 with honest, secure and consistent care, from a team of outstanding role models.
 (Autism Accreditation, September 2013)
•  Professional relationships between all staff and young people help to develop young people’s self-esteem and  
 confidence. (Ofsted, September 2011)
•  All staff throughout the school demonstrate excellent practice in applying standards consistently.
 (Autism Accreditation, September 2013)
•  Young people are cared for by a skilled and enthusiastic staff team that are fully aware of the needs of the   
 young people and respond to these swiftly. (Ofsted, March 2013)
•  The staff team is extremely flexible, facilitating and mutually supportive. The heart of their work is the child, at  
 all times. (Autism Accreditation, September 2013)
•  Staff are qualified, caring, professional and extremely competent.
 (Ofsted, July 2010)

The School Leadership Team
•  The school has a strong leadership team. All staff are involved in differing forums that develop practice.
 (Ofsted , March 2013)
•  All staff state that they feel well supported by the school through both formal and informal supervision.
 (Ofsted, March 2013)
•  There is a strong commitment towards training, with some staff completing degrees and additional   
 qualifications to further support the young people. Staff show a high commitment to the school. Staff turnover is  
 low. (Ofsted, March 2013)
•  High staffing ratios make excellent impact due to high levels of experience and training.
 (Ofsted, March 2014)
•  The quality of leadership and management is outstanding and has an effective impact on all aspects of what  
 the school provides and on students' achievements. (Ofsted, March 2014)
•  Members of staff state unanimously that they are proud to work at the school.
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"Managers and leaders are highly 
committed and work consistantly 
to develop the educational and 
residential services of the school."
(Ofsted, March 2014)



The Staff Teams

(Names in bold are members of the School Leadership Team and * denotes qualified teacher status (QTS)

Robin Lee BA, Med, MA(Ed), FRSA Principal
Bob Owen Assistant Principal
Emma Mills BA, MEd Head of Education
Paul Seragusa Head of Care

Carol Calleja * Teacher
Jane Crosbie * Teacher
Mark Robinson * Teacher
Debbie Seragusa * Teacher
Tim Parrott * Teacher
Darren Rawnsley * Teacher
Dominic Semer * Teacher
Martin Quinlan * Teacher
Steve Williams * Teacher
Ed McDonald * Teacher
Radha Borthayre * Teacher
Leon Handy * Teacher
Marc Mallard * Teacher
Steven Nolan * Teacher
Steve Fox * Careers/Work Experience Coordinator
Jean Owen * Reading Specialist
John Sharp * Vocational Lecturer
Ian Redhead * Construction Instructor
Michael Basey Instructor/ Pastoral Care
Sam Richardson Catering Instructor
Josh Reed Music Instructor

John Wilson Head of Pastoral
Andrew Balmford Pastoral Day Care
Chris Spencer Pastoral Day Care

Sandra Alderson School Nurse
Peter Wilkinson Head of Student Support
Stephanie De Vries ASD Coordinator

Kirsty Chisholm Assistant Head of Care
Nikola Genes Team Leader
Kimberly Russon Team Leader
Matthew Fogg Team Leader
Rebecca McSharry Team Leader
Simon Jugovic Residential Care Worker
Richard Chisholm Residential Care Worker
Christina MacLoad Residential Care Worker
Johnathan Basden Residential Care Worker
Philip Harrison Residential Care Worker
India Hamilton Residential Care Worker
Neil Bryant Residential Care Worker
Wilma Bryant Residential Care Worker
Laura Perrett Residential Care Worker



Nikola Hudson Residential Care Worker
Adele Edwards Residential Care Worker
Fiolim Gatley Residential Care Worker
Stephen Mount Residential Care Worker
Sandra Crossan Counsellor
Adam Hurst Psychotherapist
Ed Magee Psychotherapist
Abigail Allen Psychotherapist

Catherine Green Team Leader/ Post-16 Instructor
Joanne Fraser Team Leader/ Teaching Assistant
Carmel Spaine Teaching Assistant
Sue Sharpe Teaching Assistant/ Reading Instructor
Carol McSharry Teaching Assistant
Debbie Muttett Teaching Assistant
Paul Rogers Teaching Assistant
King Wong Teaching Assistant
Stephanie Smith Teaching Assistant/Horse Riding Instructor
Emily Franklin Teaching Assistant
Cherida Gibson Teaching Assistant
Emma Brown Teaching Assistant

Sara Frankin Office Manager
Alice Lee School Administrator
James Richardson IT Manager
Laurence Potter IT Assistant
Amanda Lee Finance Manager
Debbie Eillis Finance Assistant
Liz Cliffe Estate Manager
Tina Daunt Assistant domestic Manager
Sylvia Wright Housekeeper
Julie Pick Domestic
Karen Wotherspoon Domestic
Matt Grela Domestic
Jean Ireland Domestic
Sarah Wooding Domestic
Teresa Adamska Domestic
Naomi Rickie Domestic
Denise Hempstock Domestic
Agnieszka Gajewska Domestic
Helen Mayfield Domestic
Jolanta Kuzniar Domestic
Veronica Wands Cook
Diane Curtis Cook
Mile Janceski Kitchen Assistant
Elaine Huckerby Kitchen Assistant
Carolyn Bennett Kitchen Assistant
Debbie Roberts Night Supervisor
John Taylor Head of Maintenance
Dan Arscott Maintenance
Jason Wilson Maintenance
Mark Pick Maintenance
Colin Wood Maintenance
Matt Smith Maintenance
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SUITABLE STUDENTS AND  
THE REFERRAL PROCESS

The staff at Wilds Lodge are enormously confident and capable, with a wealth of experience in working 
successfully with young people who have sometimes been beyond the remit of other special schools. Our 
students often have unhappy memories of their previous schools. Many of their difficulties often reflect an 
inability to make successful relationships.

A successful school is careful to ensure that those who are admitted are going to benefit from the 
placement. The resources it has available and the capabilities of the staff are known and taken into close 
consideration when deciding whether it is going to be appropriate. There is little point in accepting a 
student that is beyond the skills and coping capacity of the staff. All our students are male and are aged 
between 5 and 18.

The students who are likely to do well at Wilds Lodge include those who:

Psychologically:

• Are trying to make sense of an often bewildering series of life experiences.

• Have not had a stable and secure family experience. Childhood should be a gradual transfer of 
responsibility from the parent to the child. A failure in this process can create young people who 
are subsequently referred to us.

• Have specific medical diagnoses such as Asperger Syndrome or ADHD. It is the intensity of these 
disorders, in conjunction with the effect of environmental factors, that inform us whether or not we 
are able to meet the student’s needs.

• Have a psychopathology that develops from the way people treat each other. A student must 
therefore be helped in the context of his family or foster family.

• Are open to ‘relationship therapy’. They should be able to interact with positive adult role models 
and to benefit from the reparative experience of acceptance, affection and control.

Tel: 01780 767254 Fax: 01780 767526 
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"High staffing levels have excellent 
impact due to high levels of 
experience and training."
(Ofsted, March 2014)



• Can show insight into his difficulties and describe, age-appropriately, the issues that are troubling 
him. He needs to be able to say ‘I feel’ or ‘I think’. If words can be used as a tool to analyse and 
understand, then these will eventually take the place of acting out behaviours. This also ties in with 
an ability to make a relationship and be able to express thoughts and feelings, as they arise, and 
share them with others. This will not necessarily be dependent upon educational attainment.

• May have experienced sexual abuse and some might have been active perpetrators. We only 
accept children whose difficulties and distress can be contained within our particular therapeutic 
context and ways of operating.

Educationally:

• Tend to be failing because of underlying psychological difficulties rather than an inability to learn. 
We do not take children who have severe learning difficulties, although they may have specific 
learning difficulties, such as dyslexia, dyspraxia or dyscalculia.

• Can work in classes of between six and eight pupils and do not need permanent individual 
attention. (We can offer specialist teaching for certain areas of the curriculum, but do not have the 
resources for a constant one-to-one with a teacher).

• For day pupils, attendance is likely to be regular and the student can manage the travel on a daily 
basis.

Socially:

• Have a family outside school. This may be his natural family, a foster family, or an adoptive family. 
It is essential that the parents/carers would like to see the young person return to his family and 
actively support the school’s efforts to achieve this.

• Have a family that is willing to engage with the school. Although the young person’s place within 
his family might be in jeopardy, they will be prepared to work to remedy this. One of the main 
advantages of a boarding placement is that it provides ‘time-out’ of stressful family situations. The 
residential aspect of the school can give the opportunity to recover from difficult experiences in a 
supportive environment.
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EDUCATION

The Educational Provision at Wilds Lodge

Our students have often had limited success in the classroom, sometimes from the very beginning of their 
school careers. They may lack confidence in their ability to make progress, and the learning environment 
can be perceived as threatening and having an association with failure and fear. Their relationships with 
their teachers have often been inconsistent and they may well have been blamed as the instigators of any 
problems within the classroom.

At Wilds Lodge, our aim is to turn these negative feelings into more positive and optimistic views about 
themselves. We want our students to achieve as much as they can while with us, but almost as importantly, 
to be open and willing to continue learning when they eventually leave the school.

Learning involves taking risks and exposing oneself to the possibility of failure. This is not easy to do, 
especially if the student has poor literacy skills, or has been out of education for any length of time. It 
takes a very special educational environment to be able to bring these young people back into successful 
learning. Our approach to teaching and learning has been carefully considered and is based on long 
experience within the classroom.

An Outline to our Educational Philosophy

"The school provides a vibrant, motivational and 
nurturing environment to promote students' educational 
and social development" (Ofsted, March 2014)

At Wilds Lodge, we follow a typical school day, starting at 9 am and finishing at 3.30 pm. However, within 
this familiar structure, we provide something quite different for our students. We seek to create a peaceful 
and reflective learning environment.

Most secondary schools, and many primaries, are bustling places, full of noise and movement. For many 
of our students this creates stress and anxiety, which does not promote feelings of safety or allow productive 
engagement and learning to take place. Our fully qualified teaching team is hugely knowledgeable and 
experienced and, besides having a deep empathy and understanding of the nature of our students’ 
difficulties, have very high expectations of both behaviour and performance. The teachers are supported 
by very capable teaching assistants, as well as by a team of pastoral specialists, whose role it is to provide 
immediate support to any student who is struggling to manage his emotions or behaviour during the 
school day.
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"The quality of the  
curriculum is outstanding"
(Ofsted, March 2014)



A consultant educational psychologist is on hand to conduct assessment work with students, to help 
overcome difficulties that may be holding up progress or to identify individual learning styles, so the most 
effective teaching methods can be implemented. Wilds Lodge has also achieved autism accreditation from 
the National Autism Society and has a dedicated Autism coordinator who offers training and strategies 
for students with Autism.

The curriculum we provide is given great thought. It is reviewed regularly in the light of our evaluation 
of the way it is working, and to introduce any recent Government initiatives. Even though Wilds Lodge 
is an independent school, the National Curriculum is seen to be an entitlement for every student and its 
requirements guide our educational practice. However, we recognise that not all our students have been 
successful in mainstream schools, so we have little hesitation in adapting the curriculum we deliver when 
it is appropriate to do so to meet their needs.

Our teaching resources have been greatly enhanced by the addition of the Crossroads Farm annexe. The 
main Wilds Lodge site provides ten classrooms, an ICT suite, a small library and well -resourced design 
and technology (DT) room. At Crossroads Farm, we have a large science laboratory, an enormous sports 
hall and fitness suites, and more recently we have built a vocational suite of workshops consisting of 
construction, mechanics and catering facilities and five more classrooms.

By September we should have construction of a new building housing a larger technology room, a 
construction workshop and a brand new art and design room with extra classroom space. This will enable 
us to rehouse our ICT suite building a full media suite and to convert the old construction area into a library 
and resource room for the post-16 students.

Many of our students have had difficulty in acquiring age-appropriate reading and writing skills. These 
are essential in order to engage successfully in the classroom and, later on, to make progress in working 
life. We place great emphasis on promoting literacy, not only by reading specialists, but also by all 
the teachers when delivering their own subjects. Ofsted (2010) reports that ‘a particular strength is the 
individual support provided for improving pupils’ literacy and numeracy skills.’

Similarly, information technology (IT) is increasingly important both in the classroom and generally in life 
beyond school. Many of our students are very open to new technologies, which do not carry the same 
association with difficulty and failure as more traditional means of communication. This is obviously a 
useful way of improving literacy and developing literacy skills within the classroom. One of the advantages 
of creating a new school is all the requirements to support the most recent IT developments have been 
incorporated into the planning and building of the teaching areas. We take great pride in the way 
information technology supports and drives our curriculum.

Key Stage 2

Primary aged children require a happy and nurturing environment, where they feel emotionally and 
physically safe within predictable routines and firm boundaries. The structure surrounding our youngest 
pupils, combined with small class sizes and excellent teaching, enables them to relax and achieve in their 
learning, often for the first time in their school lives.

The curriculum for our Key Stage 2 students is broad and exciting. All the subjects within the National 
Curriculum are addressed, but the opportunities for strengthening literacy skills are identified and 
emphasised in all the school planning documents. The high staff rations allow individual reading support 
to be carried out on a regular basis.



At Wilds Lodge, we promote both healthy lifestyles and an awareness of the environment, so PE and 
outdoor education are given a great importance. The wide range of wildlife habitats we have available 
and the livestock we maintain in school, give interest to our science and geography teaching, while both 
team games, using our sports facilities, and more individual activities, such as canoeing, cycling and 
walking in the local area, encourage both personal fitness and the development of social skills.

Key Stage 3

At Key Stage 3, the same policy of paying a close regard to the requirements of the National Curriculum 
is maintained. One of our aims is to return a number of our students to mainstream secondary schools. It 
will help them succeed if they are familiar with the same topics that their new peers have already studied. 
However, we remain aware that the same subject areas within the curriculum can present great difficulties 
to young people who are less than confident in their abilities, so all the teaching is carefully monitored to 
ensure that it is planned and delivered in a way that allows all the students to be able to learn and enjoy 
their lessons. AQA Unit Award Certification is widely used throughout the school to acknowledge both 
achievement and progress. Individual reading tuition remains a priority for those who have not achieved 
fluency.

We are aware that some students find many aspects of the secondary curriculum both challenging and 
unrewarding, and are impatient to get on with the more vocationally orientated studies that are available 
in Key Stage 4. We actively seek ways to make the school experience worthwhile for all our pupils. 
Information technology; design and technology; food technology; music; performing arts; sports and 
outdoor education all give opportunities for the less academic to experience success in more practical 
ways. A wide-range of educational visits are regularly planned and themed days for citizenship, music 
and sport occur throughout the year.

Good links have been established with schools both in Rutland and Leicestershire. This enables us to 
provide opportunities for our students to experience the mainstream environment by attending some 
lessons, or just to visit in order to see how a big comprehensive ‘works’. This might be an important step in 
the transition process from Wilds Lodge to their secondary school at home. Strong liaison with other local 
schools, both mainstream and special, also give sporting and social links, which are important parts of 
the ‘inclusion programme’, thereby ensuring that our students are very much part of the local community.

Key Stage 4

There is increasing flexibility within the Key Stage 4 curriculum and a wide variety of opportunities is 
available. A greater focus and emphasis begins to be placed on identifying the most appropriate way 
forward for the next step beyond Wilds Lodge. Individual study plans are made early in Year 10 by the 
teaching staff, in consultation with everybody who may be involved - the student himself, his parents/
carers, social worker, educational psychologist, Connexions, CAHMS, etc. This ensures that all the 
‘important people’ around the student during the final two years understand the teaching programme the 
young person will receive and the exams that he will be taking at the conclusion of his course.

A range of accreditation is available, with most students taking a combination of GCSE, BTec and 
Entry Level Awards. Strong working relationships have been developed with New College, Stamford, 
and Brooksby College at Melton Mowbray. Year 10 and 11 students have attended a whole range of 
‘taster’ and BTec courses at both, mostly in more vocationally orientated subjects. The school also has a 
good network of employers who are willing to offer opportunities for work experience to our students. In 
accordance with the Governments expectations, all those at Key Stage 4 are encouraged to undertake a 
placement in the working context.



Leaving a safe and supportive context like Wilds Lodge at the end of Year 11 is a very daunting prospect for 
most students. The Key Stage 4 staff, however, have considerable experience in making the transition from a 
residential school to the home environment as smooth as possible. The home Connexions advisers should build 
up a relationship with the individual young person and help to start exploring what options are available within his 
local area during Years 10 and 11. The school staff are closely involved in this process and will assist by arranging 
visits to colleges, making applications and liaising with the college tutors. It is an important responsibility that 
the next step is carefully considered, appropriate to the students’ needs and abilities, and ultimately proves to be 
successful. The school has a dedicated careers coordinator to ensure a consistent and smooth transition. Ofsted 
(2010) commented that ‘preparation for work and further education is a strong element of the school’s work 
through core skills, work experience and careers guidance.’

Key Stage 5

Wilds Lodge is able to offer Post-16 provision for students who are identified with complex needs and whom we 
feel will struggle to make the transition back home into local colleges. This can be for a variety of reasons; lack of 
appropriate provision in the home area, needing more time due to being out of the education system for a long 
period of time; perhaps increased social needs. The curriculum in Key Stage 5 is tailored explicitly to the individual 
and has a high staff ratio. Rock Lodge is a newly acquired house in Stamford which supports transition into and 
throughout students time in Post-16.
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COUNSELLING

Counselling

Wilds Lodge is a therapeutic school and psychodynamic principles inform and underpin every aspect of 
our everyday teaching, care and counselling activities. The contribution made by the counsellors is central 
to our ethos and philosophy and they work closely with all professional colleagues, to encourage them 
to think therapeutically about their interactions and relationships with the students, wherever these may 
occur.

There are presently four counsellors and psychotherapists on the school staff. Every student is offered 
the opportunity to work with a counsellor, should he wish to do so. Individual sessions last for about 45 
minutes and are held at a fixed time on a weekly basis. Within the bounds of confidentiality, the counselling 
staff maintain close links with the parents/carers and provide a full report of their work at annual reviews.

A member of the department aims to visit the family of every student soon after he joins Wilds Lodge. The 
purpose of this informal meeting is to describe in more detail the therapeutic approach of the school and 
to start building a developmental history of the young person. By understanding his experiences and his 
perception of the world, it greatly increases the impact of the work that all the professional staff are able 
to do with him from then on.

The role of the counselling staff is to help the young person make sense of their inner world, particularly 
with respect to his early experiences, his upbringing, and his present relationships. The counsellors are 
never judgemental, nor seek to allocate fault or blame. Instead the aim is to help the student feel that 
he has more control over his world. In order to do this, the continuing support of the parents/carer is 
essential.

The main therapeutic aim is to enhance each young person’s potential for positive change in the key 
areas of his personal development. They are faced with three key questions:

• What can I be?
• What can I do?
• How do my actions affect others?

The counsellors therefore offer opportunities for close personal support. The student receives reassurance 
and constant affirmation of his value to others, even when everything appears to be going wrong for him. 
His thoughts and feelings are explored, and inappropriate defences are confronted therapeutically in 
order to increase his self-understanding. They are encouraged to see themselves as having responsibility 
for guiding and controlling his own actions and behaviour.
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"Strategies to promote the social, 
educational, therapeutic and 
behavioural needs of students 
are fully connected." (Ofsted, March 2014)
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Wilds Lodge provides a very safe and structured environment, which will always be necessary for our young 
people. The staff give a consistency of expectation and support, away from the distraction of the difficulties 
that may exist within the family and community. The adults within the school are influential advocates and role 
models, helping to effect change and lead more successful and positive relationships with family and friends.

"Their positive attachments result in excellent self-esteem 
and a firm sense of stability and security." (Ofsted, March 2014)

The school offers a 24-hour curriculum of planned activities and learning. Many of our students have been 
previously excluded from the extra-curricular trips and activities that enrich the mainstream curriculum, because 
of their unpredictable and challenging behavior. Some of our students may not have been attending any formal 
education for a year or more. There is always much ‘catching up’ to do and every minute of the day is seen as 
an opportunity to learn and grow educationally, socially and emotionally.

The Living Groups

"The premises and accommodation are of the highest 
quality; students live in outstanding residences." 
(Ofsted, March 2014)

There are three house groups at Wilds Lodge, where up to 40 boys can board on a fortnightly basis, one house 
group at Crossroads, where up to 20 weekly boarders can stay and one house group at Rock Lodge housing 
up to 8 boarders. Ofsted inspectors have been impressed by the quality of accommodation, describing it as 
‘exceptionally high quality and appreciated by the young people’ (Ofsted 2013) in its annual inspection of our 
care provision.

The Head and Deputy Head of Care maintain oversight of all the care practices, ensuring that all the statutory 
requirements are met and the principles of diversity and inclusion, are fully implemented.

The Team Leaders take responsibility for the running of their houses and, together with their care team, 
establish their own routines and practices, according to the age and requirements of their young people. Ofsted 
inspectors have noted repeatedly that the care team are ‘highly motivated and have an excellent range of skills 
and experience to support the young people’ (Ofstead 2013). Each member of the care team is the Personal 
Support Worker (PSW) for a small number of young people within their house group. They monitor every aspect 
of the student’s progress and will contact the parents/carers at least twice weekly to ensure that the closest links 
between the family and the school are maintained.

Wilds Lodge 

CARE
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"Self-confidence and empowerment 
are key developments for all students 
using the residential provision." 
(Ofsted, March 2014)



The three house groups at Wilds Lodge are all well-established:

The Bungalow
The Bungalow house accommodates up to 14 of the younger children, aged between seven and 12. It is 
slightly separate from the other living groups and offers an ideal and safe environment.
The Lodge
The Lodge house is within the main house and is where some of the Key Stage 3 students, aged mainly 
between 12 and 14, are accommodated.
The Loft
The Loft provides excellent facilities for the students who are in Key Stage 4, and are in their last two years 
at school. They have all the resources necessary to develop the life skills they will need when they make the 
transition to the next stage of their lives.
Crossroads opened in April 2010
Crossroads is situated on our sister campus and provides accommodation for up to 20 students, aged 
between 11 and 14. It is closed at weekends, with all those living here going home on a Friday afternoon
and returning on a Sunday evening or Monday morning. Crossroads is less than two miles away near the 
village of Empingham.
Rock Lodge opened in June 2013
Rock Lodge is situated in the town of Stamford, one mile away from Wild Lodge. It houses our older pupils 
in their final year at school or who are part of our post 16 program. It provides an excellent location for 
work on independent living skills.

Activities

The care staff lead a wide variety of activities during the evening and the weekends the school is open. These 
are essential opportunities for personal growth, as well as contributing to and strengthening the teaching and 
learning that goes on during the educational day. In addition they require the emphasis that is placed on the 
social, moral, spiritual and cultural development of all students.

All activities are risk assessed and instructors are used when specialist qualifications are necessary. We have 
an enormous number of locations and facilities close-by, which provide both interest and opportunities for new 
experiences. Rutland Water is within 5 miles and, as well as offering a range of water sports, provides many 
miles of safe cycling and walking around its shores. ‘Young people enjoy an excellent range of activities both on 
the school site and externally’ (Ofsted 2013).

The school has its own small river, gym and extensive grounds, which are the ideal locations for a whole 
variety of activities. These include: football, cricket, basket ball, tennis, weights training and personal fitness, 
skateboarding, golf, fishing, gardening/horticulture, animal care, ornithology, kite and model flying.

Peterborough, Stamford and Oakham tend to be the towns that are visited most frequently, although there are 
several others within easy reach. Examples of what they can provide are: swimming pools, ‘Lazer Quest’, ten pin 
bowling, ice skating, cinema and theatre, skate parks, army cadets and drama/dance groups.

Residential Visits

Every student has the opportunity to attend a week’s residential visit with his house group during the spring term. 
These allow for a strengthening of relationships with his peers and staff, as well as having the opportunities to 
share new experiences and to develop new skills. They also provide a short respite in which friendships can be 
cemented and a different context in which to practice working with others within a team situation. Destinations 
during the years have included North and South Wales, Hampshire, Norfolk and the Isle of White.
Although there is an emphasis on fun and participation, much thought is given to provide a properly planned 
and structured programme, which not only supports the school curriculum, but also introduces the students to 
new activities that can be taken up independently when he returns home.



Weekends home

The residential houses remain open at Wilds Lodge every alternate weekend during term-time. Arrangements for 
weekends are made in consultation with parents/carers and the placing authorities. Our preference is for all students 
to have regular contact with all members of his family and Local Authorities have always proved willing to provide 
transport to support this policy. However, when a young person is capable of travelling by himself on public transport, 
where possible, we prefer him to take on his responsibility. It helps to develop confidence and self-esteem, and can add 
flexibility to the weekend arrangements. The school funds all independent travel. This is only introduced after the closest 
liaison with both the parents and the agencies involved in his placement at the school.

In years 10 and 11, we believe that the student should be beginning to focus on returning to live with his family and 
building friendships within his home community, so we encourage all those in the Loft and Rock Lodge house groups to 
go home every weekend to strengthen these links.

Day provision

Wilds Lodge maintains a few places for students attending on a daily basis. The good transport network means that 
many counties are within easy reach of the school and make this a sensible option for a small number of young people 
where family considerations might prevent a boarding placement. For example, younger and more vulnerable children 
may not be willing to be apart from their families, while for some students planning to reintegrate into a mainstream 
school or who are going to leave at the end of year 11, travelling daily may be an integral part of their educational and 
social programme.

Attending Wilds Lodge on a daily basis opens up a range of possibilities that are not usually available to those who attend 
schools that do not have a boarding provision. All our day students join one of the living groups as soon as they arrive 
at school and take full part in the house meetings both at the start and end of the school day. They are invited to remain 
at school to join activities at the end of the day and can often ‘stay over’ for the night as well.
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Wilds Lodge 

SCHOOL POLICIES

The following school policies are available from the school office:

1. General Management
1.1 Information sharing
1.2 Using images of pupils
1.3 Internet Use policy
1.4 Best value statement
1.5 Charging policy
1.6 Public interest (whistle blowing) 
1.7 Access to school premises by people outside school
1.8 Supervision of ancillary, contract and unchecked staff

2. Pupil Management
2.1 Selection and admission of students
2.2 The exclusion of students
2.3 Behaviour management policy
2.4 The use of restrictive physical interventions
2.5 Permitted sanctions
2.6 The supervision of students
2.7 The social and educational inclusion of students
2.8 The reintegration of students into mainstream schools
2.9 Absconders and students missing without authority
2.10 Registration and monitoring attendance
2.11 Annual reviews of statements of special educational needs
2.12 Managing transition for pupils with ASD

3. Health & Safety/Welfare
3.1 Equality, cultural diversity and inclusion Policy
3.2 Health and safety at work
3.3 Crisis management plan
3.4 Outdoor and residential visits
3.5 Transporting students by road
3.6 First aid policy
3.7 Sun protection policy
3.8 Medication handling policy
3.9 Fire safety policy
3.10 Pupil access to risky areas of the school buildings and ground
3.11 Provision for pupils with particular  dietary, language and cultural needs.
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"Robust policies and procedures 
underpin all aspects of the work of the 
school and the staff implement these with 
dedication and consistency." (Ofsted, March 2014)
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3.12 Homely remedies policy 
4. Whole School Documents
4.1 A statement of our aims and purposes
4.2 What is a therapeutic school?
4.3 Safeguarding/Child Protection 
4.4 Anti-bullying policy
4.5 Countering cyber-bullying
4.6 Police support and involvement
4.7 Screening, searching and the confiscation of items
4.8 Confidentiality Policy
4.9 Complaint by a student against a member of staff, another student, or adult, parent/carer.
4.10 External complaints policy
4.11 Smoking policy
4.12 Alcohol policy
4.13 Drugs policy
4.14 Food policy
4.15 Arrangements to contact parents
4.16 Reporting for parents and annual reviews
4.17 Autism policy

5. Teaching and Learning
5.1 The curriculum – aims and objectives
5.2 Curriculum statement
5.3 Careers education and guidance policy
5.4 Sex and relationships education
5.5 Collective worship
5.6 Special educational needs policy
5.7 Assessment, recording and reporting
5.8 Marking policy
5.9 Post 16 provision and curriculum
5.10 Spiritual, moral, social and cultural policy
5.11 Reasonable adjustment and special considerations for GCSE and Entry Level Qualifications
5.12 Appeals against internal assessment of work for external qualifications

6. Care
6.1 Approach to social care
6.2 The aims, ethos and objectives of our five living areas:
  The Bungalow
  The Lodge
  The Loft
  Crossroads Farm
  Rock Lodge
6.3 The integration of therapeutic support for students – Personal support worker
6.4 Care routines and medical services
6.5 Weekend travel procedures 
6.6 Individual care plans
6.7 Private fostering arrangements
6.8 Intimate and invasive care
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Wilds Lodge 

EXAM RESULTS FOR  
YEAR 11 PUPILS (2013)

Exam results for Year 11 pupils (2013)
13 students left at the end of the academic year 2012-2013
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FINANCIAL  
INFORMATION

Wilds Lodge works closely with Peterborough LEA, who liaise with the school on behalf of the Eastern Consortium of 
Local Authorities on all financial matters.  Mr Edward Roberts, SEN Finance and Recoupment Officer can be contacted 
at Peterborough City Council, Bayard Place, Broadway, Peterborough, PE1 1FB, for an independent view of the school’s 
charging policy.
Fees are reviewed annually on April 01st and are payable in advance at the beginning of the Spring, Summer and 
Autumn terms.

Fees for the  financial year 2013 – 2014 are:

Boarding  Place: £82,500 per annum

Day Place: £52,500 per annum

The school operates on a day, weekly and fortnightly boarding basis, with the school being fully closed every other 
weekend during term time.

The fees are ‘all inclusive’ and we do not make additional charges for individual counselling, educational assessments 
by our educational psychologist, music lessons, school trips and activities etc.

Further information can be obtained from the Principal or the Bursar.

The School is owned and operated by, WL Property Ltd, Stamford Road, Empingham, Rutland, LE15 8QQ,  
Tel: 01780 767254, Mob: 07792 421238.  Company Registration Number: 05818130
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